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Introduction
hOi = ZO

Z
Observables in quantum many body physics:

Z =
X

C
W (C)) ZO =

X

C
O(C) W (C)

Real time problems: W (C) ⇠ exp
�
iS(C)

�

W (C) ⇠ exp
�
� S(C)

�
Imaginary time problems:

The “action”             can be complex in general, and scales  
with system size.

S(C)

Quantum many body problems are computationally difficult in general!

CThe configuration space      is exponetially large in system size V



Sign Problem: Definition

hOi =

P
C O(C) W (C)P

C W (C)Consider computing the observable

hOi ⇡ O"Result: �hOi ⇠ "

Time to answer: ⌧ans ⇠ V !

"!0 no sign problem!

Otherwise the observable suffers from a sign problem!

⌧ans ⇠ exp
⇣
A V !

⌘
exp

⇣ B

"!0

⌘

Practically we want not only to solve the sign problem but also 
have small values for the powers !, !0



Challenge: Solve sign problems! 

Analytic methods: Perturbation expansion, resurgence theory,….

Monte Carlo Methods:

Monte Carlo Result: hOi ⇡ 1

N

NX

i=1

O(Ci )

hOi =

P
C O(C) W (C)P

C W (C)

W (C) � 0If the “Boltzmann weight” is and computable in
polynomial time, then can use Monte Carlo important sampling 
method.

N ⇠ 1

"2
For efficient algorithms

(not guaranteed for generic algorithms!)



In efficiencies in algorithms come from two sources:

A.  Autocorrelation times:

hOi ⇡ 1

N

NX

i=1

O(Ci )The formula

“N” de-correlated equilibrium Monte Carlo samples. 
The algorithm may take a “long time” to produce them.

assumes that we have

B. There can be a very bad signal to noise ratio.

For example hOi ⇠ exp(�Mt), O(Ci ) ⇠ ei',

In this case the sign problem is back through the observable!
Such problems can sometimes be tackled through “multi-level” 
algorithms.

Luscher, Weisz (2001)



For quantum many body problems it is more common that

W (C) is negative or complex!

This leads to the so called computational complexity of 
quantum many body problem.

A. In real time this is obvious.
W (C) ⇠ exp

�
iS(C)

�

We will learn more about the origin of this problem.

B. In imaginary time also, many interesting problems have    
complex action!

W (C) ⇠ exp
�
� S(C)

�

Then the Monte Carlo method is not even applicable “naively”!



This representation is NOT unique! (room for creativity!)

What can we do?

A. Find a representation where                       and computable in 
polynomial time.

W (C) � 0

B.Find an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm to compute the observable. 

hOi =

P
C O(C) W (C)P

C W (C)
Consider

Technically this first step itself can be called a solution to the sign problem!



Origin of the Sign Problems and Solutions

�̂ = ei ✓̂ �̂† = e�i ✓̂Q̂

Operators:

[Q,�] = �, [Q,�†] = �†

Two obvious basis states:

Q |qi = q |qi,

q = ...� 2,�1, 0, 1, 2, ...

hq|q0i = �q,q0

�|✓i = ei✓ |✓i

�⇡ < ✓  ⇡

h✓|✓0i = �(✓ � ✓0)

charge phase

Consider quantum mechanics 
of a charge Q and its conjugate 
angle variable θ.

Example 1



Consider the lattice partition function (� = Lt ")

Z = Tr

⇣
e��H

⌘
= Tr

⇣
exp(�"H) exp(�"H) ... exp(�"H)

⌘

Lt time steps

"

Continuum limit:

" ! 0
Lt ! 1

Lt " = �

H describes the energy of a charge

Eq ⇠ � q2



e�"H =
X

q

e�1/�"

r
2⇡

�"
Iq
⇣ 1

�"

⌘
|qihq|

Let us we choose the lattice Hamiltonian such that

This gives lim
"!0

H =
1

2

⇣
�q2 � �

4

⌘
|qihq|

Z =
X

q

W (q)

Let us construct the partition function in the charge basis

W (q) =

 
e�1/�"

r
2⇡

�"
Iq
⇣ 1

�"

⌘ !M

> 0where we see that

The sign problem is absent!



Consider now the partition function in the phase basis!

Z =

Z
[d✓0 d✓2...d✓Lt�1] h✓0|e�"H |✓Lt�1ih✓Lt�1|...|✓2ih✓2|e�"H |✓0i

|qi =

Z
d✓p
2⇡

eiq✓ |✓ih✓| |✓i =
X

q

1p
2⇡

e�iq✓ |qihq|

Basis change

=

r
1

2⇡�"
e

1
�"

�
cos(✓i+1�✓i )�1)

�

h✓i+1|e�"H |✓i i =
X

q

h✓i+1|
 
e�1/�✏

r
2⇡

�"
Iq(

1

�"
) |qihq|

!
|✓i i

=

r
1

2⇡�"
e�1/�✏

X

q

Iq(
1

�"
) eiq(✓i+1�✓i )

No sign problem even in the phase basis!



Z =

Z
[d✓] e�S(✓)

Thus the temporal lattice partition function

S(✓) =
1

�"

X

i

�
cos(✓i+1 � ✓i )� 1

�

XY model in 1d!

charge basis

Z =
X

q

W (q) eqµ�

no sign problem!

Z =

Z
[d✓] e�Sµ(✓)

phase basis

Sµ(✓) =
1

�"

X

i

�
cos(✓i+1 � ✓i � iµ)� 1

�

sign problem at finite density!

Consider the Grand canonical partition function!

Z = Tr
⇣
e��(H�µQ)

⌘



H =
X

i

n
c
†
i ci �

1

2

�
c
†
i ci+1 + c

†
j ci�1

� o

Fock space Hamiltonian:

Two problems: 
Bosons (hard core)

Fermions

unique ground state

doubly degenerate ground state

Z = e��H =

Z
D(x1(t)x2(t)) e

�SE (x1,x2)

Feynman “world line path integral” can be easily constructed

Consider two identical particles 
moving on a periodic lattice:Example 2



particles do not permute particles permute

positive weight

Z = e��H =

Z
D(x1(t)x2(t)) e

�SE (x1,x2)

Path integral almost entirely identical in the two cases!

worldline configurations: self avoiding paths of equal weights

fermion weight negative (Pauli principle)!
(Similar to a Berry phase!)



Fermion worldlines configurations can create new sign problems 
due to the Pauli principle!

In one dimensional systems this sign problem can “often” be solved!

A. Open boundary conditions (fermions = hard core bosons)

B. Change of basis, especially at the boundaries.

C. Other ideas like DMRG, Tensor Network States,…

Excellent toy models for testing new ideas.
Example: Lattice Thirring Model with a Chemical Potential
Leftshitz Thimble Approach: Alexandru, Basar, Bedaque,Ridgeway, Warrington, PRD95 (2017) 
Worldline approach: Ayyar, Rantaharju, SC arXiv:1711.07898 

Example: Mass Imbalanced System of Fermions in 1D

Worldline approach: Singh, SC (in progress) 
 Complex Langevin: Ramellmuller, Porter, Drut, Braun, PRD96 (2017) 



Grassmann variables encode fermion 
worldlines!

Z =

Z Y

t

[d td t ] e
P

t  t ( t+1� t)

S0 = �
X

t

 t ( t+1 �  t)

i j
 i  j =

e t  t+1 = 1 +  t  t+1

hole
fermion 
worldline

Single site example:

Z = Tr
�
e��H

�
= 2

H = 0

How are Grassmann variables related to all this?

i
 i  i =

e� t t = 1�  t t



Example of C

e� iMij (�) j = 1�  iMij(�) j

To see this we expand each term

and integrated over the Grassmann variables.

Z
[d ][d ]e� iMij (�) j =

X

[C ]

W (C ,�)

In general in the background of a bosonic field [�]

W (C ,�) can be negative.The weight

Solution to sign problems in fermionic theories usually requires 
resummation of fermion worldlines.



Z
[d ][d ]e� iMij (�) j =

X

[C ]

W (C ,�) = Det(M(�))

Traditional Solution:

 If “M” is a “good” matrix then Det(M) is positive.

Complex eigenvalues come in complex conjugate 
pairs and real eigenvalues come in pairs

This usually this some “symmetry.”

We are discovering that local physics often lends itself to this 
description.

Consider the full partition function:

Z =

Z
[d�] e�Sb(�)

X

C

W (C ,�) =
X

B

⌦(B)

Fermion Bag Solution: SC, (2008)



Z = Tr
�
e��H

�
=

Z
d [s1(t), s2(t), s3(t)] W ([s])

Ground state is four-fold degenerate!

h" # | e�J"Si ·Sj | # "i < 0Every spin-hop contributes a negative weight!

W ([s]) < 0This leads to a sign problem.

Solutions can be found by choosing a different basis!
Alet, Damle, Pujari, PRL117 (2016)

Consider three quantum 
spin-half particles withExample 3

H = J
�
S1 · S2 + S2 · S3 + S3 · S1

�



Solutions:

Ideas:

No formal proof that these approach will work in general, but 
promising applications have been discovered.

Examples: Fixed Node Approximation, Complex Langevin 
Approach, Lefschetz Thimbles, ….

Based on discovering a new representation that is free of sign 
problems.

Examples: Worldlines, Fermion Bags, Meron Cluster, Multi-level 
algorithms, ….

Current state of the art to solve sign problems:



Bosonic Action: Sb[✓] = �
X

x ,↵

⇣
ei(✓x�✓x+↵) + e�i(✓x�✓x+↵)

⌘

Fermion Action:

Sf [ , ] =
X

x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵ �  x+↵  x

�
+ g

X

x

ei"x✓x x x

"x =

⇢
+1 x 2 even
�1 x 2 odd

staggered fermions 
(pi-flux)

SC, PRD (2012) 

A non-trivial solution to a 
sign problem in QFT

The action is invariant under U(1) chiral transformations

 x ! ei"x↵,  x ! ei"x↵, ✓x ! �2↵

Consider a lattice Yukawa model



Recently the Z3 model has 
become interesting, since it 
is related to the Semi-metal-
Kekule VBS transition. 

It has been proposed that 
fermions induce a 
quantum critical point in 
2+1 dimensions.

Fermion-induced quantum critical points

Zi-Xiang Li1, Yi-Fan Jiang1, Shao-Kai Jian1, Hong Yao1,2,3,⇤
1Institute for Advanced Study, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China

2State Key Laboratory of Low Dimensional Quantum Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China
2Collaborative Innovation Center of Quantum Matter, Beijing 100084, China

(Dated: August 23, 2017)

A unified theory of quantum critical points beyond the conventional Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson
paradigm remains unknown. According to Landau cubic criterion, phase transitions should be
first-order when cubic terms of order parameters are allowed by symmetry in the Landau-Ginzburg
free energy. Here, from renormalization group (RG) analysis we show that second-order quantum
phase transitions can occur at such putatively first-order transitions in interacting two-dimensional
Dirac semimetals. As such type of Landau-forbidden quantum critical points are induced by gapless
fermions, we call them fermion-induced quantum critical points (FIQCP). We further introduce a
microscopic model of SU(N) fermions on the honeycomb lattice featuring a transition between Dirac
semimetals and Kekule valence bond solids. Remarkably, our large-scale sign-problem-free Majorana
quantum Monte Carlo simulations show convincing evidences of a FIQCP for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
consistent with the RG analysis. We finally discuss possible experimental realizations of the FIQCP
in graphene and graphene-like materials.

Fathoming the behavior of quantum matters near
quantum phase transitions in strongly correlated many-
body systems is among central and challenging issues
in modern condensed matter physics [1]. Due to Lan-
dau and Ginzburg [2], a prevalent understanding of
phase transitions is provided by order parameters whose
nonzero expectation value can characterize phases with
lower symmetries. Su�ciently close to the transition
point, order parameter fluctuations at large distances and
long times dominate the physics near such phase transi-
tions and are described by a continuum field theory of
order parameters. Combined with Wilson’s renormaliza-
tion group (RG) theory [3], this sophisticated Landau-
Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) paradigm for phase transitions
has made huge successes in understanding second-order
phase transitions in correlated many-body systems in-
cluding superconductors, density-wave compounds, and
electronic liquid crystals [4–6].

Quantum critical points beyond the LGW paradigm
have attracted increasing attentions. It is particularly
intriguing to identify and understand quantum critical
points which are forbidden according to the Landau
criterion – the so-called Landau-forbidden transitions.
Remarkably, the theory of deconfined quantum critical
points (DQCP) [7] provides an exotic scenario of realiz-
ing a continuous quantum phase transition between two
symmetry-incompatible phases, which is putatively first-
order according to the Landau symmetry criterion. Frac-
tional excitations play an important role in such DQCP
[7–11].

The Landau cubic criterion states that continuous
phase transitions are also forbidden when cubic terms
of order parameters are allowed by symmetry in the
Landau-Ginzburg (LG) free energy. For instance, the
quantum three-state Potts model in 2+1 or 3+1 dimen-
sions has been convincingly shown to feature a first-order
quantum phase transition [12], as cubic terms of the Z3

Dirac	semimetal� Kekule-VBS�FIQCP	 J/t�

T�

FIG. 1. | The fermion-induced quantum critical point

(FIQCP). According to the Landau cubic criterion, the tran-
sition would be putatively first-order because cubic terms of
order-parameters are allowed by symmetry in the Landau-
Ginzburg theory. However, it can be induced to be second-
order by coupling to massless Dirac fermions. This FIQCP
provides a new and generic scenario for transitions violating
the Landau cubic criterion.

order parameters are allowed and relevant in the low-
energy LG free energy. One may naturally ask the fol-
lowing question: Is there any continuous transition that
can violate this Landau criterion concerning cubic terms
in LG free energy?
Here we discover an intriguing scenario violating the

Landau cubic criterion; namely fermion-induced quan-
tum critical points (FIQCP) are second-order quantum
phase transitions induced by coupling gapless fermions
to fluctuations of order parameters whose cubic terms
appear in the Landau-Ginzburg theory. To be more
explicit, we consider a quantum phase transition between
Dirac semimetals in 2D [13–18] and Kekule valence bond
solids (Kekule-VBS) [19–22] with Z3 symmetry-breaking
where cubic terms are allowed in the LG free energy,
as schematically shown in Fig. 1. We perform RG
analysis to show that this putative first-order phase
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✓x = 0, 2⇡/3,�2⇡/3Let us focus on the Z3 symmetric case:

κ

g

Phase Diagram of the lattice model:

First order

Z3 Symmetric Phase 
with massless fermions

Z3 Broken Phase 
with massive fermions

Second orderCritical
End-Point



Det
�
A+ D(z)

�
is complex

Z =
X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵)

Z
[d d ] e�

P
x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�
� g

P
x (zx )

"x x x

Antisymmetric matrix,  
has positive determinant

source of the  
sign problem!

Traditional Approach: Severe Sign Problem

The sign problem “looks” as bad as in QCD!



Fermion Bag Approach:

e�g (zx )
"x  x x = 1 + g (zx)

"x (� x x)

Z
[d d ] e�

P
x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�
� g

P
x (zx )

"x x xConsider the 
integral

Introduce a monomer field [n]

nx = 0, 1

Z
[d d ] e�

P
x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�
(� x1 x1)...(� xk xk )

X

[n]

gk

(zx1)
"x1 ...(zxk )

"xk



Z
[d d ] e�

P
x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�
(� x1 x1)...(� xk xk )

Z =
X

[n]

gk
X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) (zx1)

"x1 ...(zxk )
"xk

The full path integral

Let us first perform Grassmann integration over the monomer sites!
We simply get a factor 1!

These sites should then be dropped when we perform the remaining 
Grassmann integrals

Each monomer site is a local fermion bag.



fermion integration space bosonic sum involves 
inclusion of sources!

Z =
X

[n]

gk
Z 0

[d d ] e�
P

x ,↵
⌘x ,µ

2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�

X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) (zx1)

"x1 ...(zxk )
"xk

The full path integral



Z 0
[d d ] e�

P
x ,↵

⌘x ,µ
2

�
 x  x+↵� x+↵  x

�

= Det(Wk [n])

The fermionic term now is positive!

Anti-symmetric matrix  
which has a positive determinant



The sign problem is now shifted 
into the bosonic theory!

X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) (zx1)

"x1 ...(zxk )
"xk

e(zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) = f0() + f1() (zxz

⇤
x+↵ + z⇤x zx+↵)

boson worldlines

Let us expand the exponential 

[q]We introduce an integer bond field! qx ,↵ = 0, 1,�1

X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) (zx1)

"x1 ...(zxk )
"xk

=
X

[q]

Y

x ,↵

fq↵()
X

z

Y

x

(zx)
nx+qx ,1+qx ,�1+qx ,2+qx ,�2



We can now perform the sum over z variables on each site

Sum of Z3 spins 
imposes constraints on 
boson worldlines.

X

[z]

e
P

x ,↵ (zx z
⇤
x+↵+z⇤x zx+↵) (zx1)

"x1 ...(zxk )
"xk

=
0X

[q]

Y

x ,↵

fq↵()

constrained Z3 worldline 
configurations



The partition function can now be written as

Z =
X

[n]

0X

[q]

⇣Y

x ,↵

fq↵()
⌘
Det(Wk [n])

sign problem is solved!



Two solutions with very 
different algorithms

Sign problem

solution 1 solution 2

efficient algorithminefficient algorithm



S =
X

x ,↵

(
1

2
⌘x ,↵

⇣
 x x+↵ �  x+↵ x

⌘
+ U  x x+↵ x+↵ x

)
Lattice Thirring Model

S0 =
X

x ,↵

(
1

2
⌘x ,↵

⇣
 x x+↵ �  x+↵ x

⌘)
=

X

x ,y

 xMxy y

Free part describes massless staggered fermions

M =

✓
0 A

�AT 0

◆even
even

odd

oddM is anti-symmetric



e� U  x y y x =
1

2

X

�xy=±1

e�xy x y��xy y x

Traditional Solution: Auxiliary field method

Z =

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , )�U

P
xy  x y y x

=
X

[�]

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , )+U

P
xy (�xy x y��xy y x )

=
X

[�]

Det
�
M̃([�])

�

M̃xy = Mxy + �xy

V x V anti-symmetric matrix

no sign problem

At strong couplings very 
singular matrices, leads  

to very inefficient algorithms



Fermion Bag Approach

Z =

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , )�U

P
xy  x y y x

=

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , )

Y

(xy)

⇣
1 � U  x y y x

⌘

dimer field

y x y x+ U

e� U  x y y x = 1 � U  x y y x

y x y x= +
U

SC. Phys.Rev. D82 (2010) 025007

dxy = 0, 1

=
X

[d ]

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , ) UND

Y

(xy)

⇣
�  x y y x

⌘dxy



Z =
X

[d ]

UNd
Y

Bags

Det(WBag)

At strong couplings free 
fermion bags are small! The 

algorithm is very efficient

Det(WBag) � 0

WBag =

✓
0 ABag

�AT
Bag 0

◆

(V-2k) x (V-2k) matrix

dimer configuration

free fermion bags

Z =
X

[d ]

UND

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , ) (� x1 y1 y1 x1)...(� xk yk yk xk )

Integrate over dimer 
Grassmann variables first



Z =
X

[d ]

UND

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , ) (� x1 y1 y1 x1)...(� xk yk yk xk )

Feynman Diagram Configuration
Use Wick’s theorem 

to compute the 2k point correlation function

Z =
X

[d ]

UND Det(M) Det(Gprop)

Gprop =

✓
0 P

�PT 0

◆

2k x 2k matrix
Det(Gprop) � 0

At weak couplings 
k will be small

Weak coupling approach



Duality: Weak Coupling versus Strong Coupling

strong coupling weak coupling

Z =
X

[d ]

UND

Z
[d d ] e�S0( , ) (� x1 y1 y1 x1)...(� xk yk yk xk )

Z =
X

[d ]

UNd
Y

Bags

Det(WBag) Z =
X

[d ]

UND Det(M) Det(Gprop)



XY model in 3d
Sb[✓] = �

X

x ,↵

⇣
ei(✓x�✓x+↵) + e�i(✓x�✓x+↵)

⌘

Signal to noise ratio:
conformal dimensions at large charge

Banerjee, SC,Orlando PRL (to appear)

At the critical point c ⇡ 0.227082 the lattice theory describes
the Wilson-Fisher fixed point in the IR

There are predictions

D(Q) =

r
Q3

4⇡

⇣
c3/2 + c1/2

⇣4⇡
Q

⌘
+ ...

⌘
+ c0

Hellerman, Orlando, Reffert, and Watanabe JEHP (2015)

At large distances we expect
CQ(|x � y |) = heiQ✓x e�iQ✓y i ⇠ |x � y |�2D(Q)



At large Q the it is difficult to 
compute the correlation functions

Monte Carlo suffers from 
signal to noise ratio problems!

We can solve this problem 
using world line formulations 
and “worm algorithms”

Challenge is to extract the coefficients, which are universal!

75 matches the conformal dimensions even at Q ¼ 1, within a
76 few percent. Thus, our work demonstrates that at least in
77 some class of models, the large-Q expansion is similar to
78 the ϵ expansion in the fact that the strongly coupled
79 conformal fixed point can be described within a simple
80 perturbative framework. The coefficients of the expansion
81 could still be difficult to compute analytically, but perhaps
82 bootstrap techniques could be developed for it [24].
83 To understand the origin of Eq. (1), consider the
84 conformal field theory describing the Wilson-Fisher fixed
85 point in the three-dimensional Oð2Þ universality class. In a
86 fixed-charge sector Q, the charge density introduces the
87 mass scale

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q=V

p
in the theory and, hence, for momentum

88 scales p ≪
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q=V

p
the physics is described by a Goldstone

89 field χ that is controlled by an approximately scale-
90 invariant Lagrangian [16,18] (see also [25] for a related
91 approach to effective descriptions of nonrelativistic CFTs),

L¼
k3=2
27

ð∂μχ∂μχÞ3=2þ
k1=2R
3

ð∂μχ∂μχÞ1=2þ%%% ð2Þ

9293 where R is the scalar curvature of the manifold R × Σ.
94 Thus, we learn that in the large-Q limit only the two
95 parameters k3=2 and k1=2 that appear in Eq. (2) play an
96 important role; all other terms are suppressed [17,19]. Since
97 the charge is nonzero, the action is only meaningful away
98 from χ ¼ 0 and is to be expanded around the fixed-charge
99 homogeneous classical solution χ ¼ μt. Using the effective

100 quantum Hamiltonian arising from the effective Lagrangian
101 Eq. (2), one can show that the total energy of the system is
102 given by

EΣðQÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q3

V

r "
c3=2 þ c1=2

#
RV
2Q

$
þ % % %

%
þ qΣ þO

1

Q
;

ð3Þ

103104where the first two terms are related to the couplings in the
105effective Lagrangian Eq. (2) through the relations k3=2 ¼
1064=c23=2 and k1=2 ¼ −c1=2=c3=2. The higher-order terms in
107the expansion are related to higher-dimensional operators
108in Eq. (2) and quantum corrections. The last term qΣ arises
109due to quantum fluctuations that can be computed exactly
110for simple manifolds. For the sphere (R ¼ 2=r20) one finds
111qS2 ¼ c0=r0 where c0 ≈−0.094 [23], while for the torus
112(R ¼ 0) it is qT2 ¼ c0=L with c0 ≈−0.508 [26].
113By choosing Σ ¼ S2 and using the state-operator corre-
114spondence one can now easily derive Eq. (1). It is
115interesting to note that the coefficients c3=2, c1=2 in
116Eqs. (1), (3) are related to the low-energy constants k3=2
117and k1=2 of the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2). Indeed,
118these low-energy constants are independent of the manifold
119chosen and depend only on the CFT. Assuming the
120manifold is the torus we predict that

lim
Q→∞

DðQÞ
ET2ðQÞL

¼ 1

2
ffiffiffi
π

p : ð4Þ

121122Note that every term in the energy expansion is a dimen-
123sionless function of three variables: a coefficient in the
124DðQÞ expansion, a geometrical term from the manifold,
125and a power of V=Q.
126The motivation of our current work is to compute DðQÞ
127and EΣðQÞ in the classical Oð2Þ σ model on a torus and
128verify the expansions in Eqs. (1) and (3) and the con-
129nections between them. We accomplish this by regularizing
130the classical Oð2Þ σ model on a cubic lattice with lattice
131spacing a and use Monte Carlo methods to perform the
132calculations. The model is defined by phases, expðiθxÞ, on
133each three-dimensional lattice site x ¼ ðx1a; x2a; x3aÞ and
134the nearest-neighbor action

S¼ −β
X

x;α

cosðθx −θxþα̂aÞ: ð5Þ

135136Here α̂a denotes the three unit lattice vectors, and β is the
137coupling of the model. The physics of the Wilson-Fisher
138fixed point can be studied by tuning the coupling to its
139critical value (βc ¼ 0.454 165 2 [27–29]), where a second-
140order phase transition separates the symmetric phase
141(β < βc) and the spontaneously broken superfluid phase
142(β > βc). Universality implies that details of our specific
143model should be irrelevant in the limit a → 0 which is
144naturally reached by studying large lattices at βc.
145Configurations that contribute to the partition function of
146the lattice model at the critical point can be efficiently
147generated by both the Wolff cluster algorithm [30] and the
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F1:1 FIG. 1. Plot of the values of DðQÞ extracted from our
F1:2 Monte Carlo calculations at the Oð2Þ WF fixed point, along
F1:3 with the plot of Eq. (1) (solid line) with our estimated values
F1:4 c3=2 ¼ 1.195 and c1=2 ¼ 0.075 and previously computed value
F1:5 c0 ¼ −0.094. It is surprising that these three leading coefficients
F1:6 in Eq. (1) can predict the conformal dimensions for all Q ≥1
F1:7 very well.
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148 worm algorithm based on the worldline representation [31].
149 However, in order to compute the conformal dimension
150 DðQÞ in R3 we need to compute the two-point correlation
151 function CQðrÞ of charge Q fields on a large lattice of size
152 L, which is expected to decay as a power law for large
153 separations r ≪ L at the critical point,

CQðrÞ ¼ hexpðiQθrÞ expð−iQθ0Þi∼
aðQÞ
jrj2DðQÞ : ð6Þ

154155 Fitting the data to this form we can in principle extract
156 DðQÞ and thus verify Eq. (1). Note that for Q ¼ 1, it
157 reduces to the standard two-point correlation function,
158 which is used to extract the critical exponent η through
159 the relation C1ðrÞ ¼ GðrÞ ∝1=rd−2þη. For Q ¼ 2, 3, 4, the
160 corresponding conformal dimensions have also been com-
161 puted earlier using different methods, and the results are
162 summarized in Table I. Unfortunately, calculations ofDðQÞ
163 for higher values of Q do not exist and, hence, the relation
164 (1) remains unconfirmed.
165 It is difficult to measure DðQÞ for large values of Q
166 through a Monte Carlo method due to severe signal-to-
167 noise ratio problems in the Monte Carlo calculations. With
168 the Wolff cluster algorithm it is difficult to average numbers
169 of order 1 to compute a small value of CQðrÞ at large
170 separations. In contrast, in the worm algorithm, it is
171 difficult to correctly build the worldline configurations
172 that contribute to the correlation function in the presence of
173 charged sourcesQ and−Q separated by a large distance. In
174 this case the severe signal-to-noise ratio problem emerges
175 as an overlap problem between the vacuum ensemble and
176 the one containing the sources. In order to overcome this
177 problem we have designed an algorithm to efficiently
178 compute the ratio

RðL=2Þ ¼
CQðr ¼ L=2Þ
CQ−1ðr ¼ L=2Þ

ð7Þ

179180 on cubic lattices of side L for 8 ≤L=a≤120 at the critical
181 point βc (the details of our algorithm can be found in the
182 Supplemental Material [37]). Using RðL=2Þ it is easy to

183extract the difference ΔðQÞ ¼ DðQÞ−DðQ−1Þ using the
184relation RðLÞ∼1=L2ΔðQÞ. The accuracy with which we are
185able to compute the ratio RðL=2Þ for various values of Q
186can be seen in Fig. 2. Once the differences ΔðQÞ are
187known, we can also extract DðQÞ by setting
188DðQ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0. Our estimates of both ΔðQÞ and DðQÞ
189using Monte Carlo calculations, are given in Table II. It is

TABLE I. Conformal dimensionsDðQÞ obtained previously by
other methods forQ ≤4. Field theory results in 4−ϵ dimensions
at five loops are in the second column, six-loop results at d ¼ 3
are in the third column ([32] for Q ¼ 2, in [33] for Q ¼ 3 and in
[34] for Q ¼ 4), previous MC results are in the fourth column
[35], and bootstrap results are in the fifth column [36].

Q ϵ5 λ6 MC Bootstrap

1 0.518(1) % % % 0.5190(1) 0.5190(1)
2 1.234(3) 1.23(2) 1.236(1) 1.236(3)
3 2.10(1) 2.10(1) 2.108(2) % % %
4 3.114(4) 3.103(8) 3.108(6) % % %
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F2:1FIG. 2. The figures (top and bottom) show the quantity RðL=2Þ
F2:2for different lattice sizes L=a¼ 8;…; 120 and differentQ values.
F2:3The straight line on a log-log plot is indicative of the power law
F2:4behavior, and the slope gives the difference of the conformal
F2:5dimensions 2ΔðQÞ. Note that there is no visible signal-to-noise
F2:6problem in these correlators.

TABLE II. Results for the conformal dimensions ΔðQÞ and
DðQÞ defined through (6). Fit systematics are discussed in the
Supplemental Material [37]. While our results for Q < 4 are in
good agreement with previous results as seen in Table I, there is a
slight deviation for Q ¼ 4.

Q ΔðQÞ DðQÞ Q ΔðQÞ DðQÞ
1 0.516(3) 0.516(3) 7 1.332(5) 6.841(8)
2 0.722(4) 1.238(5) 8 1.437(4) 8.278(9)
3 0.878(4) 2.116(6) 9 1.518(2) 9.796(9)
4 1.012(2) 3.128(6) 10 1.603(2) 11.399(10)
5 1.137(2) 4.265(6) 11 1.678(5) 13.077(11)
6 1.243(3) 5.509(7) 12 1.748(5) 14.825(12)
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c3/2 = 1.195(10), c1/2 = 0.075(10), c0 = �0.094

CQ(|x � y |) = heiQ✓x e�iQ✓y i ⇠ |x � y |�2D(Q)



New Ideas with 
Hamiltonian Lattice Field Theories

Advantage: Staggered fermions with less fermion doubling and more 
symmetries!

Whole new set of models recently discovered recently without sign 
problems! Huffman and SC (2014) 

Li, Jiang and Yao (2015) 

Wei, Wu, Li, Zhang and Xiang  (2016) 

Can we construct and study theories of strongly interacting 
massless Dirac fermions in the Hamiltonian formulation?

Brower, Rebbi, Schaich (2011) 

Ulybeshev et. al., (2017), Berkowitz et. al., (2017) 

…. (lots more in CM community!) 



H =
X

hiji

tij (c
†
i cj + c

†
j ci ) + Vij

⇣
ni �

1

2

⌘⇣
nj �

1

2

⌘
Consider

ci | i i =  i | i i, h i | c
†
i = h i |  i

In the traditional approach one usually introduces

This approach breaks particle hole symmetry and leads to sign 
problems!

⇠i = (ci + c†i ), ⇠i = i(ci � c†i )

New Insight: Introduce Majorana operators

and use them to construct the partition function!



A. Solution to Sign Problems is an exciting new area of research, at 
the cross roads of mathematical and computational physics. 

B. Sign problems usually have a physical origin and its solution 
usually requires us to “think” about new variables. 

C. Understanding the physics has helped us solve many sign (signal-
noise-ratio) problems that were thought to be difficult before.  

D. Many other complementary ideas are being approached.  

E. Non-trivial solutions to sign problem may emerge from thinking 
carefully about how they emerge within local space-time regions.

Conclusions


